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2
ity of more than 100 M bits is required. However, a
Semiconductor memory type still camera having Such an
extremely high memory capacity is not practically available.

IMAGE DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
INCLUDING MEMORY CARD

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.
This application is a Continuation of application Ser. No.
07/957,999, filed Oct. 8, 1992 now abandoned, which is
Division of Ser. No. 07/835,105 Filed Feb. 12, 1992 now
U.S. Pat. No. 5,200,863, which is a Continuation of Ser No.
07/503,113 filed Mar. 28, 1990. now abandoned which is a

Continuation of Ser. No. 07/185,491 filed Apr. 25, 1988

(Abandoned).
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to an image data
recording System for receiving an optical image incident
upon an image recording System through a lens, for con
Verting the received optical image into electronic image
data, and for Storing the electronic image data therein. More
Specifically, the present invention is directed to an image
data recording System utilizing memory cards to Store the
electronic image data.
2. Description of the Related Art
AS an image data recording System, a So-called “elec
tronic Still camera' has been practically marketed. In the
commercially available electronic Still cameras, Still images
are optically and electrically processed to be Stored in a
recording medium, for instance, a magnetic disk.
More specifically, in the conventional electronic still
camera, a Semiconductor imaging element, e.g., a charge

coupled device (referred to as a “CCD") is employed to
optically receive a still image and convert it into a corre
sponding electronic image Signal. After the electronic image
Signal is processed to have a signal format Suitable for a
television signal, the processed image Signal is modulated

25
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into an FM (frequency modulation) image signal. Then, the

40

disk.

45

FM image Signal is recorded onto a magnetic disk in an
analog signal form. If Such an electronic Still camera records
the FM image signals with a field recording format, 50 still
pictures or complete imageS can be recorded on a magnetic
In Such a conventional magnetic disk type electronic Still

memory (referred to as a “RAM”) has been recently

developed, in which an analog Still image Signal is processed
to obtain a digital Still image Signal. The digital Still image
Signal, or digital image data is Stored in the built-in Semi

memory means (such as a video tape recorder), the detach
50

55

capacity of more than 2 M bits (mega bits) is required for
each still image. Therefore, to store 50 still pictures (or
images) in Such a semiconductor memory type still camera,

which is similarly performed in the magnetic disk type Still
camera, a Semiconductor memory having a memory capac

able memory means can be re-used or erased and Stored for
later re-use.

The detachable memory means may be memory cards
each containing at least one Semiconductor memory chip, or
other detachable memory card-like devices.
With the above-described arrangements of the still image
recording Systems according to the present invention, a
compact and portable electronic Still camera can be
obtained, Since a disc drive mechanism is not needed. In

conductor memory (RAM).
However, the Semiconductor memory type electronic Still
camera has another drawback. In general, when a single Still
image is Stored into a Semiconductor memory, a memory

memory means.

After the digital electronic image data is read out from the
detachable memory means and Stored in the peripheral

camera, miniaturization of the electronic Still camera meets

with practical difficulties, because there is a size limitation
to manufacture of a compact driving mechanism for driving
the magnetic disk.
Accordingly, to Solve these difficulties of the conventional
magnetic disk type electronic Still camera, another type of
electronic Still camera employing a built-in Semiconductor

The present invention has been accomplished in an
attempt to Solve the problems mentioned above. An object of
the invention is therefore to provide a still image recording
System wherein a compact camera body can be realized and
a relatively large quantity of Still images can be temporarily
or permanently Stored in a detachable memory unit.
To achieve the above-described object of the invention, an
image data recording System of the present invention com
prises: a housing means, optical means arranged at least
partly in the housing means, for forming an optical image on
a predetermined plane in the housing means, image data
processing means arranged in the housing means for pro
ducing digital electronic image data in response to the
optical image, memory means detachably mounted to the
housing means and electrically coupled to the image data
processing means when mounted to the housing, means, for
Storing the digital electronic image data therein; output
terminal means arranged in the housing means and being
coupled for outputting the digital electronic image data
derived from the detachable memory means when the
detachable memory means is mounted to the housing means,
and control means arranged in the housing means, for
controlling a writing operation of the digital electronic
image data into the detachable memory means when the
detachable memory means is mounted to the housing means,
and for controlling a reading out operation of the digital
electronic image data to the output terminal means from the
detachable memory means when the detachable memory
means is mounted to the housing means.
According to a further feature of the invention, a periph
eral memory means, arranged outside of the housing means,
is detachably coupled to the output terminal means, for
Storing the digital electronic image data therein which was
read out from the detachable memory means and which was
output from the output terminal means.
A display means is preferably coupled to at least one of
the output terminal means and the peripheral memory
means, for displaying an image representative of the digital
electronic image data which was Stored in the detachable

60
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addition, the effective memory capacity of the System using
detachable Semiconductor memory units is equal to, or
higher than, that of the conventional electronic Still camera
using RAM memory in the conventional manner or using the
conventional disc drive arrangement.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 Schematically shows a block diagram of an elec
tronic Still camera System according to the invention;
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converting unit 21 through the optical unit 12 into an
electrical Signal and outputs the electrical signal as an
electrical image Signal. A signal processing unit 22 is
connected to the optical/photoelectric converting unit 21 and
also to the control unit 20 So as to perform a predetermined
Signal processing operation on the electrical image signal
input from the optical/photoelectric converting unit 21. The
Signal processing unit 22 transferS the processed electrical
image Signal to the memory card 24 which is detachably
connected Lo the camera apparatus 10, and transferS a
television video signal to a liquid crystal television unit 23

3
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a still camera apparatus
employing the electronic Still camera System shown in FIG.
1;

FIG. 3 is a Schematic block diagram of a circuit arrange
ment of the camera apparatus shown in FIG. 2:
FIG. 4 is a Schematic block diagram to a circuit arrange
ment of the video tape recorder shown in FIG. 1:
FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate recording formats of an image
memory employed in a memory card shown in FIG. 3;
FIG. 7 is a time chart for illustrating output signal
conditions of major circuit portions in the circuit arrange
ment shown in FIG. 3 while a signal transfer operation is
performed;
FIGS. 8 to 10 show recording formats of the video tape

after the image data (i.e., the processed image signal) is

15

recorder illustrated in FIG. 4; and

FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of another circuit
arrangement for the camera apparatus shown in FIG. 2
according to a Second embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
OVERALL ELECTRONIC STILL CAMERA
SYSTEM

25

In FIG. 1, there is shown an electronic still camera system
utilizing an image data recording System according to the
invention. The electronic Still camera System includes a
camera apparatus 10 which is shown in FIG. 2.
The camera apparatus 10 includes a housing 11. An
optical unit 12 having lenses, a diaphragm and other optical

access memory (RAM) having a memory capacity of 32 M
bits (mega bits) by means of which four (4) still pictures

components (not shown in detail), is mounted to a front
Surface portion of the housing 11. A release or shutter Switch

13 is provided, for example on an upper Surface of the
housing 11, and an insertion opening 14 for a memory card
24 is formed for example on an upper Surface of the housing
11. The memory card 24 is a detachable memory card
containing an image data Storage memory, and will be
discussed hereinafter. On a rear Surface of the housing 11,
there are provided a view finder 15, an operation mode
Selecting Switch 16, an output mode Selecting Switch 17 and
a liquid crystal display panel 18. The output mode Selecting
Switch 17 functions to selectively feed the output signal to
a Video tape recorder 25, or a monitor 27, in analog signal
form, or in digital signal form when the image data Stored in
the memory card 24 is transferred to the Video tape recorder

35
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45

50

output terminal 19c, and a recorder control Signal terminal
55

SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM IN CAMERA
APPARATUS

Referring now to FIG. 1, an internal signal processing
system of the electronic still camera apparatus 10 will be

response to a control Signal from an optical processing
control Section 31, the optical processing Section 30 moves
the lenses, and actuates the diaphragm and shutter. The
optical processing control Section 31 operates as follows.
Focus detecting information, diaphragm-opening-angle
information, and Shutter-opening time information are Sup
plied to the optical processing control Section 31 from a
control Section 33 based upon a Sensor output of a Sensor 32
for optically Sensing an optical image incident upon the
optical processing Section 30 in response to an output of a

Switch 13a which is closed by depressing the release (or
shutter) switch over half of its travel path. In accordance

60

described in detail.

A control unit 20 is provided for controlling the overall
operation of the electronic still camera apparatus 10 in
response to Switching operations of the various Switches 13.
16 and 17. An optical/photoelectric converting unit 21 is
connected to the control unit 20. The optical/photoelectric
converting unit 21 converts an optical image incident upon

Referring now to FIG. 3, a detailed circuit arrangement of
the camera apparatus 10 will be described.
An optical processing Section 30 includes lenses, a shutter

and a lens driving mechanism (not shown in detail). In

terminal 19b, a Synchronizing (referred to as a “sync') signal
19d.

imaged with the frame recording format by the camera
apparatus 10 can be Stored.
The above-described video tape recorder 25, when con
nected to the output terminal 19, magnetically records the
image signals derived from the memory card 24 of the
camera apparatuS 10 on a magnetic cassette tape 26 for
permanent or long term or short term Storage of the image
Signals corresponding to the images.
A monitor 27 is connected to the video tape recorder 25
to display an image in response to a television video signal
output from the video tape recorder 25.
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT OF CAMERA
APPARATUS

25, or to the monitor 27.

A signal output terminal 19 is provided on one side
Surface of the housing 11, for example the right Side as
viewed in FIG. 2. This signal output terminal 19 comprises
a digital image output terminal 19a, an analog image output

converted into a television video signal, and furthermore,
transferS either the above-described television video signal
or a digital image Signal to the Video tape recorder 25. The
liquid crystal television unit 23 is connected to the Signal
processing unit 22 and to the control unit 20 in order to
display on the liquid crystal display panel 18 an image
representative of the television Video Signal Sent from the
Signal processing unit 22. The displayed image corresponds
to the optical image received by the converting unit 21.
The memory card 24, is detachably inserted into the
insertion opening 14 for the memory card formed on the
camera apparatuS 10 Such that the inserted memory card 24
is electrically connected to the above-described Signal pro
cessing unit 22. The memory card 24 comprises a random

65

with the above-described various information, the optical
processing control Section 31 outputs control Signals to the
optical processing Section 30.
The optical image coming through the optical processing
Section 30 is focused on an image Sensing device 34. The
image Sensing device 34 may be any of Solid-State imaging

elements fabricated by, for example, a CCD (charge-coupled
device) image Sensor or a MOS (metal-oxide

US RE38,198 E
S
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Semiconductor) image Sensor. Solid State image Sensing
device 34 comprises photoelectric converting elements (not
shown) which are arranged in a two dimensional arrange
ment together with color filters (not shown) having prede

capacity Sufficient for Storing the digital data corresponding
to one frame of image data. Frame memory 50 is addressed
under the address control of a frame-memory-data transfer
control section 51, and is furthermore read/write-controlled,

and chip-enable-controlled, by control section 51. The digi
tal data output from the frame memory 50 is supplied to a
digital Signal processing circuit 52 and to a digital image
Signal output terminal 19a.
The functions of the digital Signal processing circuit 52
are to Separate the digital data output from the frame
memory 50 into luminance data Y, and color difference
data C, and to output both the luminance data Y, and

termined patterns. Image Sensing device 34 is driven by a
device drive Section 35 in response to a control Signal issued
by the control section 33.
An output signal “A” derived from the imaging device 34
is Supplied to a Video signal processor 36 which functions as
a color Separating circuit. The Video signal processor or
color Separating circuit 36 produces a luminance Signal

(monochrome signal) “Y” corresponding to each pixel and
each of color signals (R,G,B) based upon the photoelectric
converting Signal which is produced by the light information
output from the image Sensing device 34 via respective color

filters, and also produces color difference signals (R-Y) and
(B-Y) from the luminance signal “Y” and the color signals
(R,G,B).
The color difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y) derived from

color difference data C, to D/A (digital-to-analog) convert
15

data derived from the A/D converters 38, 39 in the first

digital Signal processing circuit 41, the parity check opera
tion will be executed in the Second digital Signal processing

the color Separating circuit 36 are Supplied to a line Sequen
tial processor 37. The line sequential processor 37 alter

circuit 52.

nately selects the color difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y)

Supplied from the color Separating circuit 36 every one pixel,
and Sequentially outputs the Selected color difference Signal.
Both the luminance signal “Y” derived from the color
Separating circuit 36 and the color difference Signal "CA'
output from the line Sequential processor 37 are Supplied to

25

corresponding A/D (analog-to-digital) converters 38 and 39.
A/D converters 38 and 39 convert the luminance signal YA
and color difference Signal CA into 8-bit digital data “Y”
and “C” based upon a sampling clock 90s, for example of
13.5 MHz, output from a sampling clock generator 40.
Digital data Y., C., output from the A/D converters 38,
39, respectively, are Supplied to a first digital signal pro
cessing circuit 41.
Under control of a memory-card-data transfer controlling
Section 42, the first digital Signal processing circuit 41

performs a predetermined signal processing (e.g., control of
the output timing, or adding the parity check code) required
for storing the digital data Y., C, output from the respec
tive A/D converters 38, 39 into an image memory 24a in the
memory card 24. Processing circuit 41 also Supplies the
digital data Y., C to the interface 43 in a predetermined

tor 56, and the above-described analog luminance signal YA
and analog color difference Signal CA, and then, outputs this
NTSC color television signal to a liquid crystal television
unit 23 and an analog image signal output terminal 19b,
respectively.
35

40

45

transfer clock generator 44 via AND gate 45 and OR gate 46,
OR gate 46.
Then, the memory-card-data transfer control Section 42
performs various control operations via the interface 43 to
the image memory 24a and the addressing operation, and
outputs a transfer completion signal to the control Section 33
when the data transfer to the image memory 24a of memory
card 24 is accomplished.

50

55

It should be noted that a clock () derived from the

reference clock generator 49 is Supplied to the Sampling
clock generator 40, and control clock generator 47.
Also, the sampling clock 90s is Supplied to memory-card
data transfer clock generator 44, from the Sampling clock

60

AS previously described, the control Section 33 outputs
the various control Signals in accordance with the various
conditions of the above-mentioned release Switch 13, opera
tion mode Selecting Switch 16 and output mode Selecting
First, a recording command Signal "D' Output from the
control Section 33 is Supplied as an enable signal to the
Sampling clock generator 40, and also to the memory-card
data transfer control section 42 and to the AND gate 45.
AND gate 45 outputs the transfer clock () derived from the
memory-card-data transfer clock generator 44 via an OR
gate 46 to the memory-card-data transfer control Section 42
based upon the output of the recording command Signal D.
The memory-card-data transfer control Section 42 controls
the first digital Signal processing circuit 41 in response to the
outputs of the recording command Signal D and transfer
clock (), and write-controls the digital data output from the
first digital data Signal processing circuit 41 into the image
memory 24a of the memory card 24.
An erasing command Signal “E” output from the control
Section 33 is Supplied to the memory-card-data transfer
control Section 42 So as to erase the digital data Stored in the
image memory 24a under the control of the memory-card
data transfer control Section 42. A reproducing command

signal “F” derived from the control section33 is supplied (i)

via an OR gate 57 to a flip-flop 58, the frame-memory-data

generator 40. The sampling clock 90s and the transfer clock
Ø establish Substantially the synchronism condition of the
memory-card-data transfer clock generator 44.
A data output bus “C” of the interface 43 is connected to
the frame memory 50. The frame memory 50 has a memory

CONTROL OPERATIONS OF CONTROL
SECTION

Switch 17.

Section 33, a clock () input from the memory-card-data
and a clock () input from a control clock generator 47 via

The luminance data Y, and color difference data C are
converted into corresponding analog signals YA and CA by
the D/A converters 53 and 54, and thereafter these analog
Signals YA and CA are output to the color encoder 55.
Color encoder 55 produces a NTSC (National Television
Systems Committee) color television signal based upon a

horizontal sync (Synchronizing) signal H. and a vertical
Sync signal V. Supplied from a video Sync signal genera

order.

The memory-card-data transfer control Section 42 per
forms its data transfer in Synchronism with a signal pro
duced based upon the control Signal output from the control

ers 53 and 54 at a predetermined controlled timing. The
overall operation of the digital Signal processing circuit 52
is under control of the frame-memory-data transfer control
section 51. When parity check data is added to the digital

transfer control section 51, and an AND gate 59; and (ii) via
65

an OR gate 60 to an AND gate 61.
The flip-flop 58 is reset in response to final address signal
Supplied from the frame-memory-data transfer control Sec

US RE38,198 E
7
tion 51 designating the final address of the frame memory
51. Flip-flop 58 transfers its set output “Q” to the frame
memory-data transfer control Section 51, memory-card-data
transfer control section 42, and to the AND gate 48, and also
via an inverter 62 to the AND gate 59. The AND gate 48
sends via the OR gate 46 the control clock () derived from
the control clock generator 47 to the memory-card-data
control section 42, and via an OR gate 63 to the frame
memory-data transfer control Section 51 based upon the
Signal conditions given from the Set output “O'” of the
flip-flop 58. Both the memory-card-data transfer control
Section 42 and the frame memory-data transfer control
7section 51 control the data transfer from the image memory
24a to the frame memory 50 based upon the output signal of
the OR gate 57, the set output Q of the flip-flop 58, and the
control clock (). The AND gate 59 Supplies its gate output
to the recorder control Signal output terminal 19d and an
AND gate 64 based upon the output signal of the OR gate
57 and the set output Q of the flip-flop 58 supplied via the
inverter 62 thereto. The AND gate 64 transfers the control
clock () output from the control clock generator 47 to a
transfer clock generator 65 and the Video sync signal gen
erator 56, respectively, in response to the output of the AND
gate 59. Transfer clock generator 65 derives a transfer clock
Øs based upon the clock (), and Supplies this transfer clock
Øs to the AND gate 61.
The AND gate 61 furnishes the transfer clock () via the
OR gate 63 to the frame-memory-data transfer control
section 51 based upon the output of the OR gate 60. The
function of the frame-memory-data transfer control Section
51 is to transfer the image data previously Stored in the
frame memory 50 to the Second digital Signal processing
circuit 52 based upon the outputs from the flip-flop 58 and
the transfer clock 90s.
The Video sync signal generator 56 produces the horizon

tal Sync signal H, and vertical Sync signal V, according
to the NTSC television system in response to the control
clock (). The horizontal Sync signal H, is Supplied to the
color encoder 55. The vertical Sync signal V is similarly

Supplied to the color encoder 55, and to the Sync signal
output terminal 19.c and to AND gate 66. The transfer
command signal “G” output from the control section 33 is
supplied to the other input terminal of the AND gate 66, the
output of which is supplied to a counter 67.

The counter 67 counts the vertical Sync signal V, which

is Supplied via the AND gate 66 thereto, and Supplies a carry
output “C” to the flip-flop 68 when the counting value of the
counter 67 becomes a predetermined number. In other

8
The transfer command signal “G” output from the control
section 33 is supplied via the AND gate 66 and OR gate 57
to the flip-flop 58 and frame memory data transfer control
Section 51.

The control section 33 also supplies terminal control
Signals “H” and “I” to the digital image Signal output
terminal 19a and to the analog image Signal output terminal
19b respectively in accordance with the Switch conditions of
the output mode selecting switch 17.
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT OF VIDEO TAPE
RECORDER

15

25

is input into the counter 67.

The flip-flop 68 Supplies its set output “Q' via the OR gate
60 to the AND gate 61 and also to the AND gate 69. The
AND gate 69 Supplies a control clock () derived from the
control clock generator 47 to a time counter 70 in response
to the set output Q of the flip-flop 68. The time counter 70

signal V.

from the NTSC signal input from the analog

Signals (R-Y) and (B-Y) are Supplied to the line sequential
circuit 82.

The line sequential circuit 82 alternately selects the color

difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y) derived from the color

35
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Separating circuit 81 and Sequentially outputs the Selected
color difference signal to an A/D converter 83.
The luminance Signal YA is, on the other hand, directly
input into an A/D converter 84, which is output from the
color separating circuit 81. The A/D converters 83 and 84
convert the luminance Signal Y, and color difference Signal
CA into 8-bit digital data Ya, Cs, respectively, in Syn
chronism a sampling clock 90s output from a sampling clock
generator 85. A/D converters 83, 84 output the digital data
Y., C into a first digital Signal processing circuit 86.
The first digital Signal processing circuit 86 performs a

predetermined digital processing (for instance, the parity
code being added) on the digital data Ya, CD Supplied

from the A/D converters 83, 84, and thereafter outputs the
luminance data Y, and color difference data Crs to a first
recording Signal converting circuit 88 via a gate circuit 87 in
a predetermined order. 8-bit digital image data from the
digital-image-signal input terminal 80a is Supplied to the
first recording Signal converting circuit 88 via the gate
circuit 89.

In the first recording signal converting circuit 88, the 8-bit
digital data input thereto is Separated into the upper 3-bit
55

counts the time based upon the control clock (), and

furnishes the carry output to a set terminal “S” of the
flip-flop 71 when a predetermined time, e.g., 10 Seconds has
elapsed. The flip-flop 71 Supplies its set output Q to an AND
gate 72.
The AND gate 72 receives the final address signal derived
from the frame-memory-data transfer control section 51 at
its other input terminal, when transfer Section 51 designates
the final address of the frame memory 50. Then, the AND
gate 72 Supplies its output to the control Section 33 as a
transfer completion Signal, and also to the reset terminals of
the counter 67, flip-flops 68, 71 and time counter 70.

color difference signals (R-Y) and (B-Y), and a vertical sync
image signal input terminal 80b. These color difference

words, a predetermined number (for example, 10) of the

vertical Sync signal V

Referring now to FIG. 4, a circuit arrangement of the
video tape recorder 25 will be described.
For the Sake of Simplicity, only the circuit arrangement of
the image Signal processing System will be described and the
remaining circuit arrangement will not be described.
The Video tape recorder 25 includes a digital image Signal
input terminal 80a, an analog image Signal input terminal
80b, a sync signal input terminal 80c and a remote control
signal input terminal 80d.
The analog image Signal input terminal 80b is connected
to a color separating circuit 81. The function of the color
Separating circuit 81 is to Separate a luminance Signal YA,

60

65

data, medium 3-bit data and lower 2-bit data, and thereafter,

these pieces of Separated digital data are modulated on the
respective magnetic recording Signals to output Serial digital
data. The magnetic recording Signals output from the first
recording Signal converting circuit 88 are Supplied via
corresponding AND gates 90, 91 and 92 to respective
magnetic recording heads 93, 94 and 95. That is, the upper
3-bit data is Supplied to the magnetic recording head 93, the
medium 3-bit data is Supplied to the magnetic recording
head 94, and the lower 2-bit data is supplied to the magnetic
recording head 95 in serial data form.
The magnetic recording heads 93, 94, 95 are mounted on
a rotary cylinder 96. The rotary cylinder 96 is rotated by a
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motor 97. A magnetic tape 36a to a magnetic cassette tape
26 is wound on the rotary cylinder 96. With the above
described construction, the magnetic recording heads 93 to
95 perform a helical Scanning with respect to the magnetic
tape 26a and accordingly the digital data are Sequentially
recorded on three tracks of the magnetic tape 26a in a Single
Scanning.
The magnetic recording heads 93 to 95 furnish a readout
Signal from the magnetic tape 26a to a Second recording
signal converting circuit 101 via AND gates 98 to 100.
After the Second recording Signal converting circuit 101
demodulates the Signals Supplied from the magnetic record
ing heads 93 to 95, the demodulated signals are synthesized
to obtain 8-bit digital data which is then Sent to a Second
digital signal processing circuit 102.
The Second digital Signal processing circuit 102 performs
a parity check on the 8-bit digital data derived from the
Second recording Signal converting circuit 101, and Sepa
rates the input 8-bit digital data into the luminance data Y,
and color difference data C, and then outputs them to the
D/A converters 103 and 104. A luminance signal Y, and a
color difference Signal CA which are converted by the D/A
converters 103, 104, are supplied to a color encoder 105
outputs the NTSC color television signal to the NTSC signal
output terminal 106.
As shown in FIG. 4, a control section 107 is employed in
the video tape recorder. The control section 107 produces
various control Signals in response to an operation key 108
which is manually operated by a user, and in response to the
remote control Signal Sent from the remote control Signal
input terminal 80d. First, a gate control signal H derived
from the control section 107 is supplied directly to the gate
circuit 87, and is supplied via inverter 109 to the gate circuit
89 so as to control gate circuits 87, 89. Secondly, a recording
command signal “I” produced in the control section 107 is
supplied to the AND gates 90 to 92 to control the Supply of
the output signals of the first recording Signal converting
circuit 88 to the corresponding magnetic recording heads 93
to 95. Also, reproducing command signal “J” sent from the
control section 107 is supplied to the AND gates 98 to 100
to control the Supply of the Signals read out by these
magnetic recording heads 93 to 95 to the second recording
Signal converting circuit 101. A motor control Signal “K”
from the control section 107 is supplied to a motor drive
control section 110 for controlling the rotation of the motor

When the Switch 13a is closed, the output signals from the
Sensor 32 are read out, and the focus Sensing information,
diaphragm open-angle information and Shutter open-time
information are calculated, and the resultant data are Sup
plied to the optical processing control Section 31 under the
control of the control section 33.

15

Shutter (not shown in detail) of the optical processing Section

25

In the color Separating circuit 36, the luminance Signal

YA, and color difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y) are produced

from the electronic image Signal derived from the image
Sensing device 34, and the luminance signal YA is output to
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80c, the control section 107 controls the motor 97.
OVERALL OPERATION OF ELECTRONIC
STILL CAMERASYSTEM
55

will now be described in detail.
RECORDING IMAGE DATA IN MEMORY
CARD
60

So that the Switch 13a is closed as illustrated in FIG. 3.

On the other hand, in the line sequential processor 37, the
Selected for every one pixel and the Selected color difference
Signals are Sequentially Supplied to the A/D converter 39.

Upon receipt of the motor control signal “K” and also the

When a user wishes to take a picture, or image of an
object and record it on the memory card 24 as the image
data, the user first Sets the operation mode Selecting Switch
16 to the “recording mode” camera apparatus 10 shown in
FIG. 2. Then, the camera apparatus 10 is directed toward the
object, and the release Switch 13 is depressed about halfway,

the A/D converter 38. The color difference signals (R-Y),
(B-Y) are output to the line sequential processor 37.
color difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y) are alternatively

vertical Sync signal V. Supplied via an OR gate 111 from

Overall operation of the electronic Still camera System

30 is actuated under control of the optical processing control
Section 31 So that the object image is focused onto the image
sensing device 34. Moreover, the control section 33 outputs
an operation command to the device drive Section 35, and
the electronic image Signal which is produced in the image
Sensing device 34 by photoelectric-converting of the
object's image, is Supplied to the color Separating circuit 36
in Such a manner that the photoelectric-converted image data
is Sequentially Supplied thereto one pixel of the image data

at a time (i.e., pixel-by-pixel).

97.

the color Separating circuit 81 and Sync signal input terminal

The optical processing control Section 31 controls the lens
position, diaphragm open-angle and So on of the optical
processing Section 30 based on the various information
supplied from the control section 33. Thereafter, when the
user fully depresses the release switch 13 over its full travel
path, the Switch 13b is closed and the recording command
signal “D' from the control section 33 is supplied to the
Sampling clock generator 40, to AND gate 45, and to
memory-card-data transfer control Section 42, respectively.
Similarly, the Shutter operation command is Supplied to the
optical processing control Section 31. As a consequence, the

65

From the A/D converters 38 and 39, the 8-bit luminance

data Y, and the 8-hit color difference data C, are output
responsive to the luminance Signal YA and color difference
Signal CA, respectively, in Synchronism with the Sampling
clock 90s derived from the sampling clock generator 40.
Then, the luminance data Y, and color difference data C,
are input into the first digital signal processing, circuit 41,
and are thereafter Stored into the image memory 24a or the
memory card 24 under the control of the memory-card-data
transfer control Section 42. The memory-card-data transfer
control section 42 receives the transfer clock () from the
memory-card-data transfer clock generator 44 via the AND
gate 45 and OR gate 46, and controls the first digital Signal
processing circuit 41 and image memory 24a in response to
the transfer clock ().
RECORDING FORMAT OF IMAGE MEMORY

The image data processed in the electronic Still camera
System are recorded on the image memory 24a in the
recording formats as illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6.
In the image memory 24a, as shown in FIG. 5, a 525-line
address Space is formed in the image data recording area of
1 frame in accordance with the Scanning line number of the
NTSC color television system. Therefore, the Image data
consisting of 1720 bytes can be recorded on each memory
line. Under the control of the memory-card-data transfer
control Section 42, the odd field image data is recorded on
the memory area from a 1st line to 860 bytes of a 263rd line.
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whereas the even field image data is recorded on the memory
area from 861 bytes of the 263rd line to the end of the 525th
line. Similarly, the image data corresponding to the hori
Zontal Scanning is Stored in each line memory area from a
first byte to a 1690th-byte, and the image data of “0”
corresponding to the horizontal retrace time, or flyback time,
is recorded on the remaining 30 bytes of each recording line
within the memory area defined by the 1st line to the 244th
line, and the 861 bytes of the 263rd line to the 860 bytes of
the 507th line, under the control of the memory-card-data
transfer control section 42. In addition, the image data of “0”
corresponding to the Vertical retrace time, or flyback time, is
recorded on the memory area defined by the 245th line to the
860 bytes of the 263rd line, and the 861 bytes of the 243rd
line to the 525th line.

15

When the parity data is added to the digital image data in
the first digital signal processing circuit 41, this parity data
is stored in the “0” data recording area of the above
described image memory 24a.
The memory-card-data transfer control Section 42 con
trols the first digital signal processing circuit 41 in Such a
manner that the recording formats for the respective lines of
the image memory 24a become a recording format as shown

12
frame-memory-data transfer control Section 51, the final
address Signal is output from the frame-memory-data trans
fer control section 51, which resets flip-flop 58. Thereafter,
the set output signal “Q' of the flip-flop 58 becomes “0” and
no control clock () is Supplied to the frame-memory data
transfer control Section 51 and memory-card-data-transfer
control Section 42. The frame memory-data transfer control
Section 51 will commence the reading control of the image
data to the frame memory 50.
Since the flip-flop 58 is reset, a “1” signal derived from
the inverter 62 is supplied to AND gate 59, the reproducing
command signal “F” is supplied to the AND gate 59 via OR
gate 57, and the control clock () is applied via the AND gate
64 to the transfer clock generator 65 and Video sync signal
generator 56. Thereafter, the transfer clock generator 65
sends the transfer clock () via the AND gate 61 and OR gate
63 to the frame-memory-data transfer control section 51.
Upon receipt of the transfer clock 90s, the frame-memory
data transfer control section 50 commences to control the

image data transfer from the frame memory 51 to the Second
digital signal processing circuit 52.
The Video sync signal generator 56 outputs the horizontal

Sync signal H,Sync and vertical Sync signal V

encoder 55.

in FIG. 6.

That is, under the control of the memory-card-data trans

25

fer control section 42, the luminance data Yn which has been

Sampled every pixel and A/D-converted, and the color

difference data (R-Y)n and (B-Y)n which have been alter

nately Selected to be A/D-converted, are Sequentially

recorded in the order of the color difference data and
luminance data.

When the transfer operation of the 1-frame image data to
the memory card 24 is completed under the control of the
memory-card-data transfer control Section 42, a transfer
completion signal is output from the memory-card-data

35

control section 42 to the control section 33. Under this

condition, the control Section 33 Stops outputting of the
recording command Signal "D" and is brought into the
waiting condition for the operation of the release Switch 13.

40

will now be described with reference to FIG. 3.
45

50

Referring back to FIGS. 3 and 4, a description will be
given of transferring image data to the Video tape recorder,
which image data has been Stored in the memory card 24.
First, a user confirms that the video tape recorder 25 is set
to the digital recording mode, and then the output mode

selecting Switch 17 is set to the D-OUT (Digital Output)
mode. Under this condition, the control section 33 of the

control section 51.
55

60

It should be understood that the above-described frame

memory 50 has a memory capacity capable of recording
1-frame image data, and also the same address Space as that
of the image memory 24a.
When the image data transfer operation from the image
memory 24a to the frame memory 50 is completed, i.e., the
final address of the frame memory 50 is designated in the

output terminal 19b, the reproduced image data can be
displayed on the external monitor.
IMAGE DATA TRANSFERRED TO VIDEO
TAPE RECORDER

Reproducing the image data Stored in the memory card 24

In response to the reproducing command Signal “F”, the
image data is read out from the image memory 24a under the
control of the memory-card-data transfer control Section 42,
and the image data transferred from the image memory 24a
is written into the frame memory 50 under the control of the
frame-memory-transfer control section 51.

In the Second digital Signal processing circuit 52, the
digital data transferred from the frame memory 50 is sepa
rated into the luminance data Y, and color difference data
C, which are then transferred to the corresponding D/A
converters 53 and 54. The luminance signal YA and color
difference Signal CA derived from the respective D/A con
verters 53 and 54 are input into the color encoder 55. These
signals are encoded into the desired NTSC color television
signal in the color encoder 55, and the NTSC color televi
Sion Signal is Supplied to both the liquid crystal television
unit 23 and to the analog signal output terminal 19b.
In this case, when the output mode Selecting Switch 17 is

Set to the A-OUT (Analog-Output) mode, and an external
monitor (not shown) is connected to the analog image signal

IMAGE DATA REPRODUCTION

First, a user Sets the operation mode Selecting Switch to
the reproducing mode. In the reproducing mode, the control
section 33 shown in FIG. 3 outputs the reproducing com
mand Signal “F”. This reproducing command Signal “F” Sets
the flip-flop 58 via OR gate 57. In response to the set output
from the flip-flop 58, the control clock () is applied via the
AND gate 48. OR gates 46 and 63 to the memory-card-data
transfer control Section 42 and frame-memory-data transfer

to the color

camera apparatuS 10 Selects the digital image Signal output
terminal 19a. The user connects the digital-image-signal
output terminal 19a of the camera apparatus 10 to the
digital-image-signal input terminal 80a of the video tape
recorder 25; the sync signal output terminal 19c to the sync
Signal input terminal 80c, and the Video control Signal output
terminal 19d to the remote control signal input terminal 80d.
Then, the user sets the video tape recorder 25 to the digital
recording mode. Under these circumstances the control
section 107 of the video tape recorder 25 selects the gate
circuit 89 by signal “H”.
When the user sets the operation mode selecting Switch 16
to the transfer mode and actuates the release Switch 13, the

65

transfer control Signal “G” is output from the control Section

33 (see FIG. 7). Since the transfer command signal “G” is

output, the flip-flop 58 is Set and thus, the image data is
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transferred from the image memory 24a to the frame
memory 50 in a similar manner to the data reproduction
made. When the data transfer operation to the frame memory
50 is completed, the final address signal is output from the
frame-memory-data control Section 51, which causes the
flip-flop 58 to be reset. Since the flip-flop 58 is reset, the
frame-memory-data-control Section 51 Starts to control the
image data reading operation of the frame memory 50, and
the control clock () is applied to the transfer clock generator
65 and video sync signal generator 56.

RECORDING FORMATS OF MAGNETIC TAPE

Referring now to FIGS. 8 to 10, the recording formats of
the magnetic tape 26a will be described.
The magnetic recording heads 93 to 95 are helical
Scanned over the magnetic tape 26a, and 1-frame image data
is recorded on the magnetic tape 26a during one Scanning
operation with three tracks. No Signal recorded portion is
formed on the image-data recorded portion corresponding to
the vertical retrace, or flyback time within 1 field. As
illustrated in FIG. 9, no signal recorded portion is made on
the image-data recorded portion corresponding to the hori
Zontal retrace, or flyback time within 1 horizontal Scanning.
The data recording formats for the respective pixels are as

However, under the above-described condition, Since no

transfer clock () is Supplied from the transfer clock gen

erator 65 to the frame-memory-data transfer control section
51, the frame-memory-data control section 51 does not
commence the data reading control of the frame memory 50.
When on the other hand, a “1” signal is output from the
AND gate 59 by resetting the flip-flop 58, it is supplied to
the remote-control-signal input terminal 80d or the video

15

pixel, are Successively recorded in the order of the color
difference data and luminance data. If a parity code is added
to the above data, it is recorded on the no signal recorded
portion.
While the digital image data are processed in the Video

tape recorder 25 (FIG. 4) via the recorder-control-signal
output terminal 19d., (FIG.3). Thus, the video tape recorder

25 is brought into the digital image recording condition in
response to the Signal-Supplied from the remote-control
signal input terminal 80d, and the control section 107
outputs the motor drive command “K” to the motor drive
control section 110.

The Video sync signal generator 56 in the camera appa

tape recorder 25, the control clock () is Supplied via the
25

ratus 10 Supplies the vertical Sync signal V, to the counter

67 via the AND gate 66, to which the transfer command
Signal “G” has been applied, and also sends the vertical Sync

signal V... to the Sync signal input terminal 80c of the video

tape recorder 25 via the Sync signal output terminal 19c.
In the Video tape recorder 25, the vertical Sync signal

V

input from the Sync signal input terminal 80c is

supplied to the motor drive control section 110. The motor
drive control section 110 performs the synchronization

among the vertical Sync signal V, the rotation number of

35

the rotary cylinder 96, and the positions of the magnetic
recording heads 93 to 95.

In the camera apparatus 10, the vertical Sync signal V.

is counted by the counter 67 (FIG.3). When the count value

of the count 67 reaches 10, the carry output “C” derived

40

from the counter 67 sets the flip-flop 68 (see FIG. 7). Since

the flip-fop 68 is set, the set output from terminal Q of the
flip-flop 68 is supplied via the OR gate 60 to the AND gate
61, and the transfer clock 90s is Supplied to the frame
memory-data transfer control section 51 via OR gate 63.
Under these conditions, the frame-memory-data transfer
control Section 51 transferS the image data Stored in the
frame memory 50 to the digital image Signal output terminal
19a.

45

It should be noted that when it is desired to transfer the

analog video tape recorder (not shown), the user simply sets
50

operation is performed until 10 vertical Sync pulses V. are

55

the output mode selection switch 17 to the A-OUT mode, so
that the NTSC color television signal can be obtained from
the analog image data output terminal 19b, which is similar
to the reproduction operation.
SECOND EMBODIMENT OF ELECTRONIC
STILL CAMERAAPPARATUS

Referring now to FIG. 11, another embodiment of an
electronic Still camera apparatus according to the present

signal V.

The image data transferred from the digital-image Signal
output terminal 19a is Supplied via the digital image Signal
input terminal 80a and gate circuit 89 to the first recording
Signal converting circuit 88.
In the first according Signal converting circuit 88, the
above-described transferred data are converted into a pre
determined format, and the resultant data are Supplied to the
corresponding magnetic recording heads 93 to 95 So as to
record the image data on the magnetic tape 26a.

AND gate 69 to the time counter 70 and the time counter 70
and the time counter 70 counts the time lapse in the camera
apparatus 10. When the time counter 70 has counted 10
seconds, the carry output “C” thereof sets the flip-flop 71. In
the frame-memory-data transfer control section 51, when the
final address Signal is output the frame-memory-data trans
fer completion signal is output from the AND gate 72, so that
the image data transfer operation is completed.
Similarly, in the video tape recorder 25, the video control
signal output from the AND gate 59 of the camera apparatus
10 becomes “0”, indicating that the recording operation by
the video tape recorder 25 is completed.
AS previously described above, in the electronic Still
camera System according to the preferred embodiment of the
invention, the Still image data can be Stored in the memory
card 24 and, furthermore, the image data Stored in the
memory card 24 can be transferred to the Video tape recorder
25. As a result, a compact electronic Still camera apparatus
10 can be realized, and the Still images can be readily edited
on the video tape recorder 25. Since the data transfer from
the camera apparatus 10 to the video tape recorder 25 is
performed within a predetermined time period, the image
data can be displayed on the TV monitor when the image is
reproduced by the video tape recorder 25.
analog image Signal from the camera apparatus 10 to an

AS previously described, in the camera apparatus 10
according to the preferred embodiment, no data transfer

output to the video tape recorder 25 after the video tape
recorder 25 is Set to the recording condition, So that the Video
tape recorder 25 can record the image data transferred
thereto under perfect Synchronization with the vertical Sync

follows. The luminance data Yn, and the color difference

data (R-Y)n. (B-Y)n which are alternately supplied every

invention will be described.
60

65

The circuit arrangement shown in FIG. 11 corresponds to
the circuit arrangements shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, and is
similar to the circuit arrangement illustrated in FIG. 3.
For the Sake of Simplicity, the same reference numerals
shown in FIG. 3 will be employed for denoting the same
circuit elements shown in FIG. 11.

In FIG. 11, an output Signal derived from the image
sensing device 34 is supplied to an A/D converter 201 via an
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amplifier 200. The device drive section 202 for driving the
image Sensing device 34 is Substantially Synchronized with
the Sampling or control clock generator 203 for producing
the sampling clock pulse 90s which is applied to the A/D
converter 201 in response to a control clock 9) output from
a control clock generator 204. The A/D converter 201
converts the analog signal, which is output from the image
Sensing device 34 every one pixel, into 8-bit digital data.
The output from the A/D converter 201 is supplied via a
memory card interface 43 to an image memory 205 con
tained in the memory card 24. The image memory 205 is
employed So as to Sequentially Store the digital data corre
sponding to each pixel of the image Sensing device 34. If the
image sensing device 34 stores 380,000 pixels, for example,
the required memory area for 1-frame image data is on the

is opened and the object's image is focused onto the image
Sensing device 34.
The image Sensing device 34 Sequentially outputs the to
electron charges Stored therein every one pixel to the A/D
converter 201 under the control of the device drive section

15

order of 3M bits (mega bits).
When digital data reduction is performed for the digital
data output from the A/D converter 201, the memory capac
ity of the image memory 205 for 1-frame data is less than 3

REPRODUCING AND TRANSFER MODES

The reproduction mode and the data transfer mode to the
video tape recorder, for the embodiment of FIG. 11, will now

M bits.

The digital data read/write operation to the image memory
205 is controlled under the memory-card-data transfer con
trol section 206. The memory-card-data transfer control
section 206 is operated in synchronism with the clocks (),

Ø applied via the OR gate 46 thereto. While writing the

digital data into the image memory 205, the memory-card
data control section 206 is operated in synchronism with the
clock () which is applied from the control clock generator
204 via the AND gate 45 and OR gate 46 thereto.
The image data output from the image memory 205 via
the memory card interface 43 is Supplied to the frame
memory 207. The frame memory 207 has the same address
Space as that of the image memory area for 1 frame of the
image memory 205.
The image data output from the frame memory 207 is
Supplied to a D/A converter 208. An analog image Signal
output from the D/A converter 208 is separated into the

luminance signal YA and color difference signals (R-Y),
(B-Y) in the color separating circuit (video signal processor)
36. The color separating signals (R-Y), (B-Y) are supplied
to the line Sequential circuit 37 So as to be line Sequential
processed. The resultant color difference Signal CA is Sup
plied to the A/D converter 39 and to color encoder 55. The
color encoder 55 produces the NTSC color television signal
based upon the color difference signal CA, luminance signal

be described.

25

35

40

(color separating circuit) 36 where they are separated into
the luminance Signal YA and color difference signals (R-Y),
(B-Y). The color difference signals (R-Y), (B-Y) are trans
ferred to the line sequential processor 37. The line
Sequential-processed color difference Signal CA is Supplied
to the A/D converter 39 and to the color encoder 55. In the

nance signal YA horizontal Sync signal H, signal H.
and vertical Sync signal V, which are input together with

45
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the color difference signal CA. The resultant NTSC color
television Signal is output into the liquid crystal television
unit 23 and the analog image Signal output terminal 19b.
Both the luminance Signal YA and color difference Signal
CA are supplied to the corresponding A/D converters 38,39
where they are converted into the 8-bit digital data based

upon the sampling clock () (for instance, 13.5 MHz) output

55

RECORDING OPERATION OF SECOND
EMBODIMENT

In the recording mode, when the release switch 13 is
depressed over its full travel path the control section 33
outputs operation command Signals to the optical proceSS
control Section 31, device driver Section 202, Sampling clock
generator 203 and memory-card-data transfer control Sec

60

tion 206.
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Under the control of the optical processing control Section
31, the shutter provided within the optical process section 30

It should be understood that although both the reproduc
tion mode and transfer mode are basically the same as those
of the first preferred embodiment, a difference exists in the
digital image signal production whereby the NTSC color
television Signal is obtained from the digital data previously
stored in the frame memory 207. That is, since the digital
data transferred from the image memory 205 to the frame
memory 207 correspond to the digital data which are
obtained in accordance with each 1 pixel of the image
Sensing device 34, the digital data are converted by the D/A
converter 208 into the corresponding analog signals. Then,
Said analog signals are Supplied to the Video signal processor

color encoder 55, the NTSC color television signal is
produced based upon the color difference Signal CA, lumi

YA, horizontal Sync signal H, and vertical Sync signal
V. This NTSC color television signal is supplied to the

liquid crystal television unit 23 and to the analog image
signal output terminal 19b.
Both the luminance Signal YA and color difference signal
CA are Supplied to the corresponding A/D converters 38 and
39, where they are converted into two sets of 8-bit digital
data Y, and C. Both the 8-bit digital data Y., C are
Supplied via the first digital data processing circuit 41 to the
digital-image Signal output terminal 19a.

202. The A/D converter 201 converts the charge signals
derived from the image sensing device 31 into the 8-bit
digital data, and Supplies the 8-bit digital data via the
interface 43 to the image memory 205. The memory-card
data transfer control Section 206 Sequentially designates the
addresses of the image memory 205, and the digital data
output from the A/D converter 201 is stored in the image
memory 205. When the data corresponding to 1-frame
image data is Stored in the image memory 205, the transfer
completion signal is output to the control Section 33 from the
memory-card-data transfer control Section 206, which com
pletes the recording process of the digital image data.

from the Sampling clock generator 40. The resultant digital
data are processed in the first digital processing circuit 41.
The processed digital data are Sequentially output to the
digital-image-signal output terminal 19a.
AS previously described in detail, according to the Second
preferred embodiment, the following various operations are
the same as those of the first preferred embodiment. That is,
the digital image data are transferred from the image
memory 205 to the frame memory 207 and from the frame
memory 207 either to the liquid crystal television unit 23, or
to the video tape recorder 25, which are under control of the
memory-card-data transfer control section 206 and of the
frame-memory-data transfer control Section 51. Also, the
controlling operation from the camera apparatus 10 to the
video tape recorder 25 is the same as that of the first
preferred embodiment during the transfer mode.
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In the first and second preferred embodiments, NTSC
color television signals are produced. However, the present
invention is not limited to NTSC color television signals.
Other types of color television Signals may by produced, for

example, in accordance with the PAL (Phase Alternation
Line) system or the SECAM (Sequential Colours. A
Memoire) system.

5

Although the time counter 70 in the first and second
preferred embodiments performs a 10-second counting
operation, the counting time thereof may be freely chosen by
a

SC.

What is claimed is:

1. A video data recording System, comprising:
a Still camera including optical means for forming an
optical image on a predetermined plane in a housing of
Said still camera, image data processing means for
receiving Said optical image as a still image and for
producing electronic image data representative of Said
Still image, and Still image data Storing means for
Storing a limited number of electronic image data each
representing an independent Still image Supplied from
Said image data processing means;
Video data Storage means provided outside of Said housing
of Said still camera for Storing a large number of
electronic image data each representing an independent
Still image; and
control means coupled to Said Still image data Storing
means provided in Said still camera and to Said Video
data Storage means provided outside of Said still
camera, and including means for repeatedly transfer
ring one of Said limited number of electronic image
data Stored in Said Still image data Storing means to Said
Video data Storage means for a predetermined time
period, and means for causing Said video data Storage
means to Store Said repeatedly transferred electronic
image data, Such that Said repeatedly transferred elec
tronic image data Stored in Said video data Storage
means is used for reproducing as a Still image for the
predetermined time period.
2. The Video data recording System according to claim 1,
wherein Said still image data Storing means includes detach
able memory means for Storing a limited number of the
electronic image data, Said detachable memory means being
mountable to the housing of the Still camera So as to be
electrically coupled to Said control means and to Said video
data Storage means.
3. The Video data recording System according to claim 2,
wherein Said detachable memory means includes a detach
able Semiconductor memory means.
4. The Video data recording System according to claim 1,
wherein Said video data Storage means comprises a magnetic
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Storage means.

5. A video data recording System, comprising:
housing means;
optical means arranged at least partly in Said housing
means for forming an optical image on a predetermined
plane in Said housing means,
image data processing means arranged in Said housing
means for receiving Said optical image as a still image
and for producing electronic image data representative
of Said Still image,
a detachable Semiconductor memory card mounted to Said
housing means and electrically coupled to Said image
data processing means when mounted to Said housing
means for Storing a limited plural number of indepen
dent electronic image data Supplied from Said image
data processing means,
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output terminal means arranged on Said housing means
and coupled to Said detachable Semiconductor memory
card for outputting Said electronic image data derived
from Said detachable Semiconductor memory card
when Said detachable memory card is mounted to Said
housing means;
control means arranged in Said housing means for con
trolling a writing operation and a reading operation of
Said electronic image data to and from Said detachable
Semiconductor memory card;
Video data Storage means provided outside of Said housing
means and coupled to Said output terminal means, for
Storing a large number of independent image data
representative of Still images, Said large number being
Substantially greater than Said limited number;
Said control means including transferring means for
repeatedly transferring to Said output terminal means at
least one of Said electronic image data for a predeter
mined time period, each electronic image data being
representative of the Still image Stored in Said detach
able Semiconductor memory card; and
Said Video data Storage means including magnetic record
ing means for recording magnetically said repeatedly
transferred electronic image data from Said output
terminal means and means for reproducing Said same
electronic image data of Said Same Still image Stored in
Said Video data Storage means as a Still image for the
predetermined time period.
6. A video data recording System, comprising:
Still image data Storing means for Storing a limited num
ber of digital image data each representing an indepen
dent Still image;
Video data Storage means for Storing a large number of
digital image data each representing an independent
Still image, Said large number being Substantially
greater than Said limited number and including mag
netic recording means for recording magnetically Said
large number of digital image data; and control means
coupled to Said Still image data Storing means and to
Said Video data Storage means for repeatedly transfer
ring digital image data Stored in Said Still image data
Strong means to Said Video data Storage means for a
predetermined time period and for causing Said Video
data Storage means to Store Said transferred digital
image data, Such that Said transferred digital image data
Stored in Said Video data Storage means is used for
reproducing as a still image for the predetermined time
period; and
wherein Said still image data Storing means includes a
detachable Semiconductor memory card or Storing a
limited plural number of the digital image data, Said
detachable Semiconductor memory card being mount
able to a housing of the video data recording System So
as to be electrically coupled to Said control means and
to Said Video data Storage means when said detachable
Semiconductor memory card is mounted to the housing.
7. A video data recording System, comprising:
Still image data Storing means for Storing a limited num
ber of digital image data each representing an indepen
dent Still image;
Video data Storage means for Storing a large number of
digital image data each representing an independent
Still image, Said large number being Substantially
greater than Said limited number, and including mag
netic recording means for recording magnetically Said
large number of digital image data, and
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control means coupled to Said still image data Stoning
means and to Said Video data Storage means for repeat
edly transferring at least one of Said limited number of
digital image data Stored in Said still image data Storing
means to Said Video data Storage means for a predeter
mined time period, Said control means including means
for causing Said Video data Storage means to Store Said
transferred digital image data; and
wherein Said still image data Storing means includes a
detachable Semiconductor memory card for Storing a
limited plural number of the digital image data, Said
detachable Semiconductor memory card being mount
able to a housing of the video data recording System So
as to be electrically coupled to Said control means and
to Said Video data Storage means when Said detachable
Semiconductor memory card is mounted to the housing.
8. A Still camera capable of being coupled to a Video data
Storage means provided outside of a housing of Said still
camera for Storing a large number of electronic image data,
each representing a still image, Said still camera comprising:
optical means for forming an optical image on a prede
termined plane in the housing of Said Still camera;
image data processing means for receiving Said optical
image as a still image and for producing electronic
image data representative of Said Still image;
Still image data Storing means for Storing a limited num
ber of electronic image data each representing an
independent Still image Supplied from Said image data
processing means, and
control means coupled to Said Still image data Storing
means and to Said Video data Storage means, and
including means for repeatedly transferring one of Said
limited number of electronic image data Stored in Said
Still image data Storing means to Said Video data Storage
means for a time period to Store said repeatedly trans
ferred electronic image data, Such that Said repeatedly
transferred electronic image data Stored in Said Video
data Storage means is used for reproducing as a still
image for Said time period.
9. The still camera according to claim 8, wherein said still
image data Storing means includes detachable memory
means for Storing a limited number of the electronic image
data, Said detachable memory means being mountable to the
housing of the Still camera So as to be electrically coupled to
Said control means and to Said Video data Storage means
when Said detachable memory means is mounted to Said
housing.
10. The still camera according to claim 9, wherein said
detachable memory means includes a detachable Semicon
ductor memory means.
11. A Still camera capable of being coupled to a Video data
Storage means provided outside of a housing of Said still
camera including magnetic recording means for recording
magnetically a large number of electronic image data, each
representing a still image, Said Still camera comprising:
optical means for forming an optical image on a prede
termined plane in the housing of Said Still camera;
image data processing means for receiving Said optical
image as a still image and for producing electronic
image data representative of Said Still image;
a detachable Semiconductor memory card mounted to Said
housing and electronically coupled to Said image data
processing means when mounted to Said housing
means, for Storing a limited plural number of electronic
image data each representing an independent Still
image Supplied from Said image data processing means,
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control means coupled to Said detachable Semiconductor
memory card and to Said Video data Storage means, and
including means for repeatedly transferring for a pre
determined time period one of said limited number of
electronic image data Stored in Said detachable Semi
conductor memory card to Said Video data Storage
means to Store Said transferred electronic image data,
Such that Said repeatedly transferred electronic image
data Stored in Said Video data Storage means is used for
reproducing as a still image for the predetermined time
period.
12. A Still camera capable of being coupled to a Video data
Storage means provided outside of a housing of Said still
camera for Storing a large number of electronic image data,
each representing a still image, Said still camera comprising:
housing means;
optical means arranged at least partly in Said housing
means for forming an optical image on a predetermined
plane in Said housing means,
image data processing means arranged in Said housing for
receiving Said optical image as a still image and for
producing electronic image data representative of Said
Still image;
a detachable Semiconductor memory card mounted to Said
housing and electrically coupled to Said image data
processing means when mounted to Said housing, for
Storing a limited plural number of independent elec
tronic image data Supplied from Said image data pro
cessing means, Said large number being Substantially
greater than Said limited number;
output terminal means arranged on Said housing means
and coupled to Said detachable Semiconductor memory
card for outputting Said electronic image data derived
from Said detachable Semiconductor memory card
when Said detachable Semiconductor memory card is
mounted to Said housing, and
control means arranged in Said housing for controlling a
Writing operation and a reading operation of Said elec
tronic image data to and from Said detachable Semi
conductor memory card, and including transferring
means for repeatedly transferring for a predetermined
time period to Said output terminal means at least one
of Said electronic image data each being representative
of the Still image Stored in Said detachable Semicon
ductor memory card; and
wherein Said Video data Storage means includes magnetic
recording means for magnetically Storing Said repeat
edly transferred electronic image data from Said output
terminal means, and means for reproducing Said elec
tronic image data as a Still image for the predetermined
time period.
13. A digital Still camera comprising:
a housing,
an Optical image SensOr incorporated in Said housing and
having a predetermined plane, for forming, On the
predetermined plane, an optical image as a Still picture
of an Object,
an image data proceSSOr incorporated in Said housing for
forming digital image data corresponding to the Optical
image formed On the predetermined plane of Said
Optical image SensOr,
a first memory incorporated in Said housing and coupled
to Said image data proceSSOr, for Storing a plurality of
digital image data formed by Said image data proces
SOr,
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a Second memory incorporated in Said housing and
coupled to Said first memory, for Storing One of the
plurality of digital image data Stored in Said first
memory,

a digital-to-analog converter incorporated in Said hous
ing and coupled to Said Second memory, for converting
the digital image data Stored in Said Second memory to
analog image data,
a liquid crystal display mounted On Said housing and
coupled to Said digital-to-analog converter, for receiv
ing the analog image data converted by Said digital
to-analog converter to display a Still picture of the
object,
a digital Output terminal coupled to Said Second memory,
adapted for Outputting the digital image data Stored in
Said Second memory,
an analog Output terminal coupled to Said digital-to
analog converter, adapted for Outputting the analog
image Signal converted by Said digital-to-analog con
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verter, and

a Switch coupled to both Said digital Output terminal and
Said analog Output terminal, for Selecting One of Said
digital Output terminal and Said analog Output
terminal, allowing the Selected terminal to output
image data.
14. A digital Still camera comprising:
housing means,
Optical image Sensing means incorporated in Said hous
ing means and having a predetermined plane, for
forming, On the predetermined plane, an optical image
as a Still picture of an Object,
image data processing means incorporated in Said hous
ing for forming digital image data corresponding to the
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Optical image formed On the predetermined plane of
Said optical image SensOr,
first Storing means incorporated in Said housing means
and coupled to Said image data processing means, for
Storing a plurality of digital image data formed by Said
image data processing means,
Second Storing means incorporated in Said housing means
and coupled to Said first Storing means, for Storing One
of the plurality of digital image data Stored in Said first
Storing means,
digital-to-analog converting means incorporated in Said
housing and coupled to Said Second Storing means, for
converting the digital image data Stored in Said Second
Storing means to analog image data,
liquid crystal displaying means mounted On Said housing
means and coupled to Said digital-to-analog converting
means, for receiving the analog image data converted
by Said digital-to-analog converting means to display a
Still picture of the object,
digital Output terminal means coupled to Said Second
memory, adapted for Outputting the digital image data
Stored in Said Second Storing means,
analog Output terminal means coupled to Said digital-to
analog converting means, adapted for Outputting the
analog image Signal converted by Said digital-to
analog converting means, and
Switching means coupled to both Said digital Output
terminal means and Said analog Output terminal
means, for Selecting One of Said digital Output terminal
means and Said analog Output terminal means, allow
ing the Selected terminal means to Output image data.

